The Digital Marketing
Starter Guide
Simple Tips for Increasing Your Online Visibility
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What is SEO?
SEO is shorthand for Search Engine Optimization. It is an extra marketing tool for
businesses or individuals who have an online presence and want to take advantage
of the free traffic that good search results can offer. The job of search engines is to
deliver relevant results for internet searches and the key to getting better rankings
on those search engines is to become more relevant. By creating and launching a
strong SEO strategy, you can increase your website traffic, build brand visibility,
and engage with more customers.

This guide will cover the basics for SEO
strategy by defining goals, establishing a plan
of attack, presenting successful case studies,
and discussing the tactics to maintaining a
SEO plan. We will show the importance of
keywords as search terms and introduce you
to a free online tool that will make
researching your keyword ideas not only
easier but smarter. We’ll go over ways to
measure the success of your SEO plan by
using Google Analytics to track website
activity, and we’ll talk about the importance of
providing interesting and relevant content
through blogging.

The world of SEO is vast and there are many
methods to achieving better search engine
results. This guide is based on the ideas and
strategies we have used with clients to
achieve SEO success in the form of increased
free traffic to their websites, improved
branding, higher lead capturing, and direct
sales.
If you have questions about how these SEO
practices can help your business specifically,
please feel free to reach out and ask us how
Rootstrap can help your website move up
the ranks!
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Make a Plan
Developing, implementing, and measuring a thoughtful SEO strategy can be a daunting task.
There are a lot of moving parts and many of the key areas need consistent attention. One of the
most crucial steps is to create a thorough plan that will guide you through the entire process and
keep your goals in focus. When making a solid SEO plan, the most important questions to ask
yourself are:

1

where you are now?
2

where do you want to be?
3

how do you get there?

Getting an Overview
To gain a better understanding of where you currently stand, take our SEO self-inventory survey
below to gather valuable information that will help you create your SEO blueprint.
Is your website well established or fairly
new?
Does your website have a blogging
component?
Have you attempted to optimize your site
in the past or is this your first time?
How do most visitors find your website
now?
How do you want future customers to
find you?
Who are your three primary competitors?
How do they rank on the search engines?
What keywords would customers use to
find your business?

What questions would a prospective
customer type into a search engine to find
your product or service?
What do you want to achieve with
improved SEO?
Is there a specific action you want visitors
to your website to complete or are you
focused on a general increase in visitors?
Is branding a part of motivation for
enhanced SEO?
How much time can you commit on a
weekly basis to your site’s SEO?

The answers gained from the previous questions will offer a deeper knowledge of
how much work you have ahead of you, how much time you can allocate for SEO
tasks, and a broad view of your industry’s SEO climate. Now that you have a
general feel for the current situation, let’s set a few goals for your SEO success.

SEO Goal Setting
Everyone wants first page Google results, but that’s not the only benefit of a smart
SEO strategy. Optimizing your site through a well-researched, adaptable, and
maintainable SEO plan can lead to increased brand awareness, surges of organic
traffic, and higher levels of lead capturing. What are the goals for your SEO
strategy?

Do you want increased traffic?
Is improved SEO a way to decrease your online advertising budget?
Are you hoping to increase the credibility of your website or business?
Do you want to sharpen your advantage over your competitors?
Are you attempting to dominate a local or industry specific niche?
Do you want increased visibility of your brand?
Are you interested in the measured data that SEO can provide for your
website?
Do you want to use SEO tactics to establish yourself as an expert in your field?

All SEO plans will be different depending on the personal goals for your website,
your industry, and the amount of time you can devote to optimizing your site.
The practices outlined in this guide can be applied to all SEO plans allowing you a
general understanding of the ways in which websites can be optimized and the
steps that will help you begin to see results.

Action Steps:
Rank your top three goals for your SEO efforts.
List the ways in which you will know your efforts are paying off.
Set a timeframe to achieve your goals based on your current time
availability.

Google’s Most Valuable
SEO Tools
Your two new best friends for SEO success will
be Google’s Keyword Tool and Google Analytics.
These free online tools will be invaluable as your
create, implement, and adjust your SEO strategy.

Google’s Keyword Tool
The Google Keyword Tool allows users to type in
keywords and get a detailed snapshot of the
popularity of those keywords and other possible
combinations that may also lead to more traffic.
It also shows the level of competition associated
with each keyword. It’s important to note that
both the popularity and competition
measurements are Google-only numbers. They
do not reflect other search engines.
In the image below, you can get an idea of the
type of information served up by a quick search
with the Keyword Tool. Using the keyword
chiropractor, we learn that this term has a
competition level of medium with 2.7 million
monthly searches worldwide and 1.8 million
monthly searches locally (we have the setting for
local as the entire United States). Below our
keyword, Google supplies other possibilities and
their search data. When you’re choosing
keywords for your website, your blog posts, and
even online advertising, this keyword tool will help
you avoid the high priced saturated terms and
find popular keywords with lower competition.

Action Steps:
Use the Google Keyword Tool to brainstorm 10 possible keywords for your products or
services
Try adding local terms in front of the keywords to discover the difference between
broad keywords and more specific markets.
Enter the URL of a competitor's website in the Keyword Tool to get an idea of what
keywords their site is associated with.

Case Study:
B Aviation
B Aviation hired us to improve their reach through better search engine results in an industry that
is highly competitive: private jet rentals. Our plan was to leverage the use of their blog by writing
weekly posts highlighting the types of jet they offered, upcoming events, and aviation industry
news. The company wanted to advertise a special they were having on private jet rentals to the
Sundance Film Festival. Using the Google Keyword Tool, we were able to weed out the highly
competitive search terms (Park City transportation, Park City airport) that were crowding the
market and discover more niche specific words (private jet rental to Sundance, Sundance Film
Festival travel). We then wrote our blog post knowing which terms to avoid and which would
enhance our chances of better results. This information also helped us title the post with the
keywords that were most popular with the lowest competition.
The results speak for themselves. Our Sundance Film Festival post for B Aviation remains #4 on
Google’s first page for the search terms Private Jet to Sundance. This greatly increased the visibility
of our client and it directly targeted a very specific audience that was searching for exactly what
our client was offering. We also made sure the post was rich in content and information that would
have been useful for visitors seeking details about the film festival. This is technique positioned our
client as a reliable resource on this topic and will be an effective branding method for upcoming
festivals.
The image below captures the current results of this post. Five months after publishing the blog
post, it is still showing up on the first page of Google results. This is one of many blog posts we
researched, wrote, and optimized for this client and is a great example of the power of a consistent
stream of high quality, properly optimized content on a website.

Google
Analytics
Google Analytics can be a complex beast with
entire books devoted to the detailed workings
of this free tool. Simply stated, Google
Analytics is a command center for your
website’s traffic. It offers statistics down to a
very detailed level. For the purposes of SEO,
learning the entire Analytics system is not
necessary but the more you know, the better
you can adjust your strategy. Google
Analytics tracks every click to your website
and provides you with the statistics as to how
visitors found you, where they came from,
what they viewed on your site, how long they
stayed, and what keywords they used. That is
a goldmine for SEO!
Once you have Google Analytics installed on
your website, you can begin gathering your
SEO data. The first page of your Google
Analytics dashboard is one of the most
valuable. In the images, you can see an
example of all the great information that can
be easily accessed. Here’s a brief overview of
the terms and their meaning:
Visits: Number of times your website has
been visited.
Unique Visits: Number of visitors that are not
duplicate visitors.
Pageviews: Number of times the pages of
your site have been viewed by visitors.
Pages / Visit: Average amount of pages a
visitor to your site views before leaving.
Avg. Visit Duration: Amount of time a visitor
takes to explore your website.
Bounce Rate: The number of visitors who
viewed one page of your site and then left.
% New Visitors: Number of first-time visitors
to your website.

It’s important to get your Google Analytics
account up and running before you begin
your SEO strategy. By having your Analytics
account gather and record data prior to
optimizing, you will have a baseline
understanding of where your website stands
and you can measure any SEO efforts against
the previous statistics. This is a great way to
look at specific areas of your website (certain
pages, individual blog posts, visitor
demographics) and correlate the effectiveness
of your SEO practices

Action Steps:
Open a Google Analytics account
and install the tracking code on all
pages of your website.
Allow your website to gather two
weeks worth of data before
beginning your SEO plan.

The Importance
of Blogging
These days almost everyone has a blog and most are used for random
updates, personal writing, and re-posts. But in terms of SEO, blogging
takes on a very different role. Blogging is a reliable and critical tool for
keeping the content on your website relevant and consistent. Search
engines love fresh content and blogs are the easiest way to deliver.
A common mistake in blogging with SEO in mind, is to saturate posts
with so many keywords that the actual content of the posts is lost and it
becomes a tedious and useless piece of writing. It’s true that keywords
should be factored into your blog posts but use them sparingly. The
main objective is to provide the visitor with interesting and compelling
information which will not only establish your company as a resourceful
leader in the industry but also encourage the viewer to return to your
site for more current and insightful content in the future.
If you’re wondering how often you should blog, we recommend three
times a week but if that’s not a realistic time commitment try for one
new post per week. A few SEO-friendly topics to write about include
upcoming events, conferences, industry improvements, spotlighting
your company’s latest products/ services, and cross-promoting
partnerships with other companies you work with.

Action Steps:
Add a free blogging component to your website such as
WordPress.
Create a blogging schedule with a minimum of one new post
per week.
Write blog posts that incorporate keywords but that offer
genuine and useful content about your business,
developments in your industry or resources your target
audience would find useful.

Case Study:
Galerie Michael
Our client, Galerie Michael, wanted to increase
the amount of traffic to their website. We
established a consistent blogging calendar for
them and wrote and optimized each post. The
topics we chose for their blog included current
events in the fine arts industry, the latest shows
at their gallery, and tips for building an art
collection. By focusing on these useful and
timely topics, we were able to curate a blog that
was extremely relevant to its target market,
increase the traffic to their website, and see
over $100,000 in direct sales from the
improved exposure of their site.
In the image below, you can see that the blog
post we wrote on Impressionism for Galerie
Michael, which is a key description for many of
their products, is ranked on the first page of
Google results for the keywords Impressionism
in Los Angeles. A year later, that blog post is still
ranking in the same position for those keywords.
This type of SEO success highlights the winning
combination we have developed that
incorporates authentic, relevant content in
conjunction with the smart use of keywords
both in the title and minimally throughout the
post. It’s true that this type of quality-driven
blogging is more labor intensive with the need
for topic research, strong writing, and market/
keyword investigation but the results are
powerful and have a greater range of longevity.
This post ranks #4 out of 3.2 million results. We
think that’s a reliable marker of SEO achievement
and we are able to replicate these types of
results with clients in diverse industries including
film, music, sports, aviation, and technology.
Our focus remains on producing beneficial and
relevant content but using all the available tools
and knowledge to sharpen our SEO edge over
the competition.

Case Study:
Rootstrap
Besides helping clients move up the SEO ranks, we also
use these optimization strategies for our own company.
Web development, custom software, and digital marketing
are tough SEO markets to break into. The competition is
high and the market is very populated, but we have been
able to use these SEO practices to find industry-related
niches and get first page Google rankings.
In the following two images, you can see how we
researched, created, and optimized content that related
directly to the products we offer and support the visibility
of our brand. We have recently developed and launched
a custom app that easily generates online media kits for
companies. The first image below is the search results for
the keyword phrase “online media kit app”. By writing
informative content with keyword terms, our blog post for
our new product is #2 on the first page of Google.
The second example is the result of a recent conference
we attended. The one-day Waza conference in San
Francisco was a sold out event organized by Heroku, the
cloud app platform. This was an important industry event
that included lectures, keynote speakers and collaboration
sessions. The conference is very popular, drawing big
crowds due to its well-established reputation. Our blog
entry gave a brief update on the event and was optimized
with researched keywords and proper placement. This
post is now on the first page of Google results for the
search phrase “heroku conference San Francisco”. These
results give us a valuable position amongst our industry
peers while increasing networking opportunities and
potential partnerships.
We’ve also included an image from one of our partnership
products, Attack Sheets. Attack Sheets are accessible
study guides and outlines for the bar exam. This is
another market that is flooded with products and
competitors. Through diligent SEO research and quality
content, we have been able to sustain the #2 and #3
ranking for popular search terms such as “bar exam 2012
study tips”.

Integrating Social Media
Marketing
SEO is a vital component of digital marketing and no guide on optimization
would be complete without mentioning the importance of social media
marketing. We have all seen how social media has introduced a new wave of
customer engagement with interaction, promotion and customer feedback
happening on a daily basis. There are many ways to partner social media
platforms with your optimization strategies to increase the reach of your work.
We know that social media outlets are often used to promote products and
services but they can also be used to point fans to your optimized content
such as blog posts, downloadable PDFs, or new website pages. Your content
then has the potential to rapidly spread to prospective customers and industry
contacts through a simple click of a “share” on Facebook or a “retweet” on
Twitter. These social media pathways bring new visitors to your website along
with the possibility to capture their attention with promotional material, offering
an interesting newsletter, or an invitation to upcoming events or product
launches. Google Analytics will capture which visitors found you through your
social media profiles. This is a great way to measure your efforts on Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest or one of the many other social-spheres.
The key to social media success, just like SEO, is consistency and quality
content. Nobody wants to login to Facebook to find a steady stream of
advertisements being posted. The point really is to engage in conversations
that relate not only to your business but to the entire industry you represent
and the interests of your fans. If your business is real estate, try posting about
the neighborhoods you represent but also about the related field of
architecture. The most effective way to make time each day for social media
marketing is to set aside an allotted daily time to post, respond and contribute
to your digital community.

Action Steps:
Create at least one social media account and post a status update.
Set aside 45 minutes each day to build your profile, write posts, and
add images.
Expand your network by connecting with at least five customers or
colleagues each week across social media.

We hope these tips and tools will not only help you reach your SEO goals but also inspire you to
improve and increase the reach of your website. Having a finely tuned digital presence is quickly
becoming a critical part of a successful business model. A streamlined and effective SEO strategy
plays an important role in developing credibility, extending marketing outlets, and engaging with
prospective customers.

About Rootstrap
Rootstrap is a full service custom design and development shop specializing in responsive
web/mobile solutions and custom applications. We’ve searched the globe for the sharpest
designers, coders, hackers, and thinkers, and our team consistently delivers some of the industry's
most innovative products. At our core, we believe in clear communication and constantly pushing
the boundaries of the digital experience. We take products from concept to launch with a team
trained in all aspects of the product lifecycle.

ROOTSTRAP

Thank you
If you’re ready to take your idea to the next level, we’re ready to get you
there. Reach out to us for more details and information on how Roostrap
can help you succeed.
hello@rootstrap.com / +1 (212) 234-0814

